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The PNG University of Technology is mandated by IANA to be country Manager

Being supported administratively under the department of Information & Communications Technology.
The internet

Internet has flourished past 5 years.
PNG Telikom heading towards private partnership.
Impact and experience felt by many

ISP ‘s equal to task
.pg ccTLD is supporting them
the growth

Past 2 yrs – 400 new domain names
Total active – 1947 to date
Increased number of ISP’s the past 6 months.

Challenges;
  a. Redelegation
  b. Cost of Registration and renewal fee
we promote

Women in ICT
Google group
Internet PNG Clique
IXP development
Internet Training and development in the country
need for support

We are still not there...
ISIF Asia 2016/APNIC Research support – Did not go through.
We appreciate any help we can get to enhance our ccTLD.

This help to improve our ccTLD operations
Include;
- Online registration
- Registration fee and so on.